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Landscape Structures Introduces Endless Thrills with Revi™ Products  

A single sculptural form delivers three unique play experiences 

Delano, Minn. (Feb. 17, 2022) — Landscape Structures Inc., a Delano, Minn.-based commercial 

playground equipment manufacturer, has introduced the Revi™ products, which includes the ReviRock™ 

Bouncer, ReviWheel™ Spinner and ReviWhirl™ Spinner. Each of these products were created using a 

single sculptural form to deliver three different and thrilling play experiences. 

The Revi products, fun for one child or many children at once, were designed with inclusion in 

mind. All three products are designed at transfer height, offer multiple ways to hang on, and provide 

plenty of room for kids of all abilities to lay down, sit, kneel or stand as they experiment with the motion. 

Even more, the ReviWheel and ReviWhirl spinners include a proprietary dynamic speed control to keep 

spinning at a fun yet controllable speed. Learn all about the selection of Revi products below: 

 ReviRock Bouncer for ages 2 to 12 – a large spring bounces and rocks in all directions.  

 ReviWheel Spinner for ages 5 to 12 – the center wheel allows kids to spin themselves around and 

around. 

 ReviWhirl Spinner for ages 5 to 12 – deliver an adventure in physics offering spinning through 

perpetual motion or a push from the outside. 

 

Adding freestanding play components is a great way to expand existing play spaces and freshen 

up the play experience. Placing one or all the Revi products together with other freestanding spinners, the 

ZipKrooz® or a selection of playground swings creates a play zone filled with thrilling experiences great 

for kids of all ages and abilities. 
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See the new Revi products in action and learn more about their unique features and 

developmental benefits at playlsi.com/revi-play/. 

 

About Landscape Structures Inc. 

Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground 

equipment in the world. Our employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that 

encourage kids of all ages and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and 

empathy through play. We push the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no 

limit to what they can do today and in the future. For a better tomorrow, we play today. 
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